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Abstract 

This digital media literacy project explores the power of language used in the 

headlines, advertisements and images in running magazines through the lens of feminist 

standpoint theory. This research will explore how this rhetoric plays a role in the power 

dynamics between men and women in the sport. Previously, researchers have focused on 

analyzing the content in women’s magazines and the role they play influencing a woman’s 

body image. However, instead of focusing on the role media plays on body image alone, this 

research aims to specifically analyze the content in running magazines, using feminist 

standpoint theory, for the relevancy to mother runners. This research uncovers themes and 

gaps in current coverage in running magazines for mother runners. Findings highlight gaps 

in communication coverage in running publications for mother runners and creates the 

website, Onemotherrunner.com to fulfill the gaps and reinforce positive messaging for 

mother runners. This study provides the foundation for understanding how running 

magazine headlines, images and advertisements contribute towards how mother runners 

construct their identity. And using feminist standpoint theory, will evaluate how running is 

marketed differently to women than men. This study will seek to explore and analyze the 

potential implications of communications in running magazines towards mother runners.  

 

 

 

Key words: running, women’s running, mother runners, feminist standpoint theory, 

communication 
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Introduction 

This digital media literacy project explores the power of language used in the 

headlines, images and advertisements in running magazines and how this rhetoric plays a 

role in understanding the power dynamics between men and women in the sport. 

This digital media literacy project will evaluate the headlines, images and 

advertisements of running magazines. Using feminist standpoint theory, I will evaluate how 

running is communicated differently and similarly to both mother and male runners. I will 

explore several central questions, including how, if at all, do running magazines contribute 

towards the continued social ideology that mothers aren’t “good enough” or “true 

runners”? Do running magazines create unrealistic expectations of appearance for mother 

runners? What, if anything, is missing from these women’s running magazines that mother 

runners really want to hear about? I will use the feminist standpoint theory to highlight the 

cultural values and power dynamics that subordinate women in the sport of running. I will 

analyze the headlines, images, advertisements and product placement in running magazines 

forums to better understand the dynamic, power imbalance and its’ effects on female, 

mother runners. 

The audience for this research is mother runners. This is a relevant subject to study 

in the field of communications, as more women are running now than ever, however the 

research on this topic is limited. Much research has been conducted on female body image 

and fat shaming. There are also many studies that analyze the content in many mainstream 

magazines. Research exists on how running and athletics can improve body image, self-

esteem and physical, social and mental well-being among girls. However there is limited 
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research that specifically evaluates how communications to mother runners differs from 

communication to male runners and how the headlines, images and advertisements in 

running magazines contribute to the devaluing and marginalizing of females in the sport, 

affect their self-esteem and body image.   

The purpose of this project is to create a digital media platform for mother runner 

that provides articles, images and editorial that applies to mother runners. This digital 

platform, OneMotherRunner.com, will create a platform for mother runners to encourage 

them to participate in the sport of running to enhance their well-being, self-esteem and 

social acceptance. 

My digital media literacy project will analyze the content in running magazines and 

understand how the rhetoric plays a role in understanding the power dynamics between 

men and women in the sport. The research will uncover any gaps in the current coverage of 

women’s running and the digital media platform, OneMotherRunner.com, will create 

content to both cover those gaps and reinforce the positive messaging for mother runners. 

Culture, context and historical time will all be considered in the analysis of running 

magazines. I will use the feminist standpoint theory to highlight the cultural values and 

power dynamics that subordinate women in the sport of running. I will also engage women 

runners in Women’s Running Community online forums to better understand what mother 

runners are looking for in the editorial content of a running magazine. 

Literature Review 

The One Mother Runner digital media literacy project will use the feminist 

standpoint theory to analyze the content in running magazines and understand if the 
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headlines, images and/or advertisements contribute towards the how mothers runners 

construct their identities. The following literature review addresses the importance of 

gender in communications. This literature review is critical to describe, summarize, evaluate 

and clarify the literature related to the topic of mother runners. Several researchers have 

evaluated the effect of content and photos in magazines on women’s body image. There is 

also research related to how fitness magazines contribute to the well-being and body 

perception for pregnant women. However, there is no research that evaluates the effect of 

the content in running magazines on mother runners. This literature review will examine 

existing research on feminist standpoint theory, history of women’s running, review of 

literature on women’s body image and current issues and trends in women’s running.  

Feminist Standpoint Theory  

Feminist standpoint theory is an epistemological theory, a theory of knowledge. This 

theory focuses on how one’s gender shapes their knowledge. “A feminist standpoint grows 

out of (that is, it is shaped by, rather than essentially given) the social location of women’s 

lives. Feminist standpoint can, but does not necessarily arise from being female,” (p. 62). 

The feminist standpoint theory was developed by Dorothy Smith (1987), Hillary Rose (1983), 

Patricia Hill Collins (1986), Donna Haraway (1988, 1997), Sandra Harding (1991, 1993) and 

Nancy Hartsock (1983) (Wood, 2009). The feminist standpoint theory identifies the cultural 

values and power dynamics that continue to subordinate women (Wood, 2012). The theory 

also highlights the conditions and experiences that are common to women, which are 

experienced through typical female activities, such as domestic work and caregiving (Wood, 

2012)). 
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The feminist standpoint theory takes a cue from Marxist ideas. Marxist theory looks 

at how capitalism naturalizes class divisions (Wood, 2009). Similarly, feminist standpoint 

theory analyzes how women are subordinate to men, and how the patriarchy between men 

and women makes this division seem natural and unremarkable (Wood, 2009). 

The feminist standpoint theory is because this theory is rooted in feminism political 

movements. Chris Weedon (1997) stated, “feminism is a politics,” (as cited in Rakow and 

Nastasia, 2009, p. 253). The women’s rights movement occurred between 1960s and the 

1980s. The feminist narrative is tied with feminist movement. Feminism is not only political, 

but also a range of theories that help us understand power, gender, injustice and change (as 

cited in Rakow and Nastasia, 2009). 

The feminist standpoint theory is a theory of knowledge, otherwise known as an 

epistemological theory. This theory focuses on how one’s gender shapes their knowledge. 

“A feminist standpoint grows out of (that is, it is shaped by, rather than essentially given) 

the social location of women’s lives. Feminist standpoint can, but does not necessarily arise 

from being female,” (p. 62). In women’s running, it’s important to realize how one’s gender 

shapes their knowledge to women’s running. This knowledge is developed and is 

understood by women, being women in the sport of running. This can be explained through 

the feminist standpoint theory, as the marginalized group is more likely the party is to 

acknowledge the truth that there are inequalities. There are several reasons for this, 

including the fact that more privileged groups have a vested interest in not seeing the 

inequality and less powerful groups are more inclined to see the social location of the 

privileged rather than the inverse. 
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The feminist theory of public relations from Hon’s (1995) perspective views things 

from a shift from “women’s assimilation into patriarchal systems” to a “genuine 

commitment to social restructuring,” (p. 262). Basically this means that we should change 

our viewpoint from women having to adapt into the male social structure to a social 

restructuring to accommodate women and men. 

In women’s running, this is critical because I will use the feminist theory to 

demonstrate that I don’t believe we have reached this state yet. Running is still viewed as a 

male’s sport I which women are reluctantly allowed to participate.  

History of women’s running  

First, in regards to why it’s important to use feminist standpoint theory to evaluate 

women’s running, it’s important to note the history of women’s running. This study looks at 

the current running boom with women entering the sport in record numbers. According 

Running USA, more than 7.6 million women ran a road race last year, which is 54 percent of 

all racers. That's up from just 25 percent in 1990 (Logan, 2013). Ryan Lamppa, research 

statistician at Running USA predicts that women could make up to 60 percent of race 

finishers in the near future (Logan, 2013). 

In 1960, after 32 years of women being banned, the women’s 800-meter race was 

reintroduced in the Summer Olympics. That year the Summer Olympics were held in Rome, 

and women were allowed to participate in five running events, as opposed to 16 races open 

to men (The History of Women’s Running, n.d.). However, even with this ground-breaking 

moment for women in the sport, all was not overcome. In 1967, Kathrine Switzer was the 

first woman to run the Boston Marathon. But it almost didn’t happen. At mile four, race 
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director, Jock Semple, tried to knock her off the course. Semple yelled at Switzer, “Get the 

hell out of my race and give me those numbers!” (p. 1). Semple charged at Switzer and 

repeatedly tried to knock her off the course while her two male companions fought him off. 

Semple was outraged at the audacity of a woman running in “his” race. It wasn’t until 1972 

that the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) allowed women to register for marathons, but they 

were required to start at separate time. Since then women have entered running in record 

numbers.  

Bunce, S. (2014) conducted a trend analysis, exploring why women are gaining 

momentum in sports, specifically running. Bunce articulated that women were held back 

from running years ago due to communications aimed at them that claimed running would 

hurt reproductive health. Over the years it was found that this was only a myth and 

research didn’t back up these claims.  

Women’s running and feminism are intertwined. Consider key events in women’s 

running history, such as the historic event of after years of hard work and lobbying allowed 

women’s Olympic Marathon in the Los Angeles Summer Olympics in 1984.  

Body image through images in magazines  

Running magazines depict images of both male and female models in running poses. 

However, these images can create an unrealistic expectation for mother runners regarding 

their body image. Lorber and Moore (2011), authors of Gendered Bodies, explore the social 

construction of our bodies and the consequences. Lorber and Moore (2011) aim to show 

how our bodies are more than nature, but how racial, social, economic and class intersect 

to make the human body a social body. They explore the “white” ideal of beauty and how 
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all races feel pressured to adhere to this beauty standard. Lorber and Moore also delve into 

how even as children we are told to believe that men are more powerful and the dominant 

sex, even through images of the right sperm “winning” to create life. This messaging and 

social construction allows for boys and men to achieve a wider range of physical and mental 

activities. The authors also argue that women’s bodies are sexually exploited to bring 

economic dependency. The authors state the differences between women and men’s 

bodies aren’t natural, but socially produced, creating a gendered social order.  

There is research that demonstrates how mainstream magazines use images to 

degrade women. Bedor and Tajima (2012) study how People magazine uses famous 

mothers’ bodies, particularly their postpartum weight loss, as a method to communicate 

their competency as a mothers. The researchers study how the emerging fitness narrative 

places tremendous pressure on new mothers to lose weight after their pregnancy. The 

researchers use critical media studies and the feminist perspective to study this topic. Bedor 

and Tajima (2012) found suggested that the content in People perpetuates an ideology that 

affirms the importance of losing weight post pregnancy. People promotes post-baby weight 

as excess “fat”. However, the content also sent mixed messages, as celebrities who were 

deemed “too thin” were ostracized and deemed imbalanced. People consistently published 

narratives that reinforced the view that fat is synonymous with “lazy” and thin with “self 

discipline and hard work,” (p. 1).  

Research also exists on how fitness magazines contribute towards a pregnant 

womean’s body image and self-esteem. Jette (2006) uses Foucault’s theory of how power is 

tied to knowledge to evaluate the “Fit for Two” column in Oxygen magazine. Jette evaluates 
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the messaging in Oxygen magazine that encourages women to exercise when pregnant. 

During the 1990s the pregnancy fitness industry expanded and began to market directly to 

pregnant women. Jette (2006) found magazines included editorial content that emphasized 

how fitness during pregnancy would lessen difficulty during labor and troubling symptoms. 

The magazines also discuss reinforce the image of the mother who should be fit for her 

child to decrease her child’s chance of becoming obese. Jette found that the “Fit for Two” 

column in Oxygen depicts the “Fit Mama” image, which is Caucasian, young, attractive and 

middle class (p. 342). Jette also found that the advertisements, such as the one for a stretch 

mark remover cream, messaging that urges women to “get your body back” and the 

“yummy mummy” column, reinforces the message that women should fear weight gain 

during pregnancy and must fight to lose pregnancy weight (p. 346). The images of the 

pregnant women in the “Fit for Two” column depict women who are toned and thin, with 

only their belly bump as evidence of their pregnancy. Jette states that by the magazine 

reinforcing the fear women have to gain weight during pregnancy, they are capitalizing on 

this fear by selling them fitness products. Additionally, women are not exempt from the 

expectations of the “fit” body norm during pregnancy.  

While Oxygen is one fitness magazine explore, there is also research on 

communication to women in other sports and fitness magazines. Lynn, Hardin and Walsdorf 

(2004) evaluate the images of women portrayed in four different women’s sports and 

fitness magazines to evaluate the sexual and advertising differences. The researchers stated 

that since 1972 women’s participation in sports has surged, which in turn has increased 

revenue for women’s sports apparel industry. Lynn, Hardin and Walsdorf (2004) also found 
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that magazines have largely ignored women or framed them in terms of their sexual 

differences. They found that the magazines they studied framed women as sex objects, less 

competitive, passive and emotional. They found that the act of framing women differently 

strips them of power in both the sport and society. Lynn, Hardin and Walsdorf (2004) say, 

“Advertising serves a primary role in the maintenance of hegemonic order; gender  roles and 

consumerism are reinforced,” (p. 336). The researchers used Goldman’s (1991) theory of 

commodity feminism to describe the “commercial marriage of feminism and femininity,” (as 

cited in Lynn, Hardin & Walsdorf, 2004, p. 337). Using this theory, Lynn, Hardin and 

Walsdorf believe that the reinforcement of the sexual difference of women serves to keep 

women “inside the box” (p. 338). The strongest statement made by Lynn, Hardin & 

Walsdorf, 2004 is, “The idea that sport/fitness could serve any other purpose other than 

that of feminizing the female body (to make it sexually desirable to men) is outside 

hegemonic bounds, and thus, has been framed in U.S. culture as deviant,” (p. 345). This 

strong statement was made in specific reference to Shape, a popular women’s fitness 

magazine, as this magazine overtly portrays women in sexual, rather than sporty, context.  

Women are constantly subjected to unrealistic body images and expectations of 

how they should diet and exercise more than men. Bordo (1993) analyzes a range of issues 

relating to how the female body is interpreted in Western society. Using feminist theory, 

Bordo says women are only valued by their body and ability to be a sexual being. This 

contributes to keeping women in a subordinate position. Bordo also explores how the 

female body is viewed as alien, threatening, passive and false. She analyzes the content in 

movies, advertisements and other mainstream media to demonstrate how the female body 
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is portrayed and interpreted. Bordo demonstrates how advertisers continue to perpetuate 

this disordered view of the female body through advertisements that show men eating 

hearty meals, while women nibble on bite sized chocolates. This research can be extended 

to women’s running images and content, as the articles and images depicting women 

runners are geared more towards having women run and diet for weight loss, rather than 

general fitness. 

Conlin and Bissell (2014) conducted a study that analyzed magazine covers, editorial 

and advertising content in women’s fitness and beauty/fashion magazines. Conlin and 

Bissell (2014) found that mass media reflects attitudes and values towards female beauty. 

Conlin and Bissell (2014) also discovered that not only did the women’s beauty and fashion 

magazines place an emphasis on appearance, but also the fitness and health magazines 

placed more of an emphasis on appearance than general health and wellness. The 

researchers also found that media outlets frame the opinions of consumers through the 

selection of certain messages.  

Conlin and Bissell (2014) examined a total of 789 separate artifacts that appeared in 

magazines. Through their research they found that health and fitness magazines reinforce 

the values of thinness and celebrity. Both fashion and health magazines place a high value 

on thinness even though the model may not represent a healthy body weight. Additionally, 

the fitness magazines and fashion magazines use the same images, fitness magazines frame 

them in a way that “reinforce the norms of a health industry that values stereotypically thin 

ideals,” (p. 12). The researchers also found that women are consistently exposed to fitness 

being framed as thinness, which may not be the reflection of women who actually 
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participate in sports to maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

One of the most poignant pieces of literature on the topic of mother’s body image 

based on images is in “A tale of 10 tummies” by Edelman (2015). “A tale of 10 tummies” is 

about body acceptance for mothers. Edelman (2015) posted 10 different pictures of bellies 

of mothers, along with their stories. Some bellies were scared from a C-section, some 

bellies were marked with stretch marks, others were overweight, others were underweight, 

some were tattooed and others were adorned with belly rings. The stories behind the 

bellies demonstrated that you don’t know a mother’s story by the appearance of her body. 

Edelman demonstrated this by providing a story under the picture of each belly, some of 

the stories were contrary to societal expectations. For example, the belly of one overweight 

mother provided a story that the mother had healthy pregnancies and carried her twins to 

full term, forty-weeks. Another belly, which was flat and reflected the societal ideal for a 

woman, as Edelman stated, “Her body is the epitome of "perfection" by western 

standards”, however, she had been raped suffered from an STD and had to endure 

countless exams, interviews and anti-retrovirals to recover (p.1). While her belly doesn’t 

show the scars, her soul does. I believe I can use a similar approach with One Mother 

Runner, as I can ask women to share pictures of their running bodies, and share their 

stories. I want to communicate that not all mother runners have bodies like those depicted 

in running magazines. Mother runners can be overweight, underweight, have cellulite, 

suffer from a disease, be healthy or in recovery. Mother runners come in all shapes and 

sizes. I believe that using a similar approach as Edelman, I can demonstrate the societal 

ideals of mother runners does not necessarily match the reality.  Commented [JM15]: Save this information for your 
argument when you’re creating the proposal for the site. 
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Spurgin (2003) analyzes the impact of advertisers creating computer-generated 

images to generate unrealistic human body ideals. Spurgin argues that the creation of these 

“computer-generated images of perfection” is unethical, as advertisers are ethically 

obligated to avoid aesthetic results that are produced artificially (p.266). Spurgin defines a 

“computer-generated image of perfection” as images that are modified by computer 

technology to remove unwanted traits from models to portray an ideal human body 

(p.260). Spurgin focuses on how advertisers have an obligation to provide relevant 

information about a product to provide consumers with adequate information to make a 

rational decision about the purchase of a product. Spurgin says that advertisements with 

computer-generated images of perfection place consumers in a virtual reality in which they 

must make a choice. The real problem, Spurgin says, is that consumers are unaware of the 

virtual reality in which they are subjected. 

Prividera, Howard and Gates (2014) conducted a study using the framing analysis to 

examine the content in two popular African-American magazines, Essence and Ebony, to 

evaluate body image, excessive weight, health, fitness and exercise. Kean, Prividera, 

Howard and Gates (2014) found four themes in the content analysis, including race and 

identity, wellness, faith and connection (p. 1). Researchers found that race was used as a 

key factor in communications about health-related issues, particularly in framing how 

weight loss is a critical issue for the African-American community. Researchers also found 

how weight loss was framed for Caucasian audiences were different from how it was 

framed for African-American audiences. The researchers state that this study is a starting 

place for serving health message design. 
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Armitage (2012) explores self-affirmation, which is when one bases their self-esteem 

on factors other than body weight and shape. Girls who were self-affirmed had greater self-

esteem and body satisfaction than those whose self-esteem is based on body image. The 

most interesting component of this research was that boys didn’t have the same issues with 

self-esteem. Self-affirmation did not affect boys because they were less threatened by 

having to rate their body weight and shape and their self-esteem was derived from other 

factors than their body.  

Hye, Modica and Hyunji (2013) evaluate how fat talk influenced body dissatisfaction 

on Facebook between Korean and U.S. young women. The results demonstrated that 

Koreans witnessing fat talk of an underweight peer resulted in lower body dissatisfaction 

than U.S. women. The study also found that Koreans witnessing messages that discouraged 

weight loss actually enhanced their feelings of well-being.  

One interesting study, conducted by Wang (2010), focuses on body image the 

potential positive effects from the exposure to a variety of media outlets. While most 

research on body image focuses on the negative effects of the mass media’s use of thin and 

muscular models, this research looks at the positive effects. Wang states that while the 

media can contribute to an individual’s body dissatisfaction, it doesn’t advocate unhealthy 

dieting or steroid use. Wang provides research from Carney and Louw (2006) who found 

that exposure to body image resulted in dieting and physical activity. Results from Wang’s 

study revealed that both female and male participants demonstrated a positive correlation 

between their intention to engage in physical activity and their self-efficacy and attitude. It 
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also found that media exposure could have a positive impact on one’s intention to 

participate in physical activity and their attitudes toward attractive body image.   

Motherhood in magazines 

Johnston and Swanson (2003) conducted a study that explores the conflict between 

mothers, particularly stay-at-home mothers and working mothers. They conducted a 

content analysis that studies the messages that bombard mothers, including mothers are 

selfish/selfless, women should encourage independence/dependence in their children, 

mothers who either succeed or fail in the domestic front, succeed/fail in the public sector 

and mothers are instinctive and/or need help (p. 243). The researchers use the feminist 

theory to evaluate women’s desire to be women and feminists. The researchers also found 

maternal double binds that undermine their confidence and create feelings of guilt and 

inadequacy. Johnston and Swanson use the research of Kuiken and Hill (1985) to identify 

double binds according to four criteria, including; the receiver is motivated enact the 

behavior identified in the message, messaging with two mutually exclusive self-

presentations, implicit content in the message that makes it difficult for the receiver to see 

the contradiction and a receiver is unwilling to avoid the double bind. The researchers 

found that mothers often have a double bind between their professional lives versus being 

a good mother. Researchers found that messaging to women reinforced the double bind 

that tells women that they cannot be successful in their profession and as mothers. They 

found that Good Housekeeping and Parents’ Magazine were most likely to present women 

as being competent in both domestic and pubic spheres.  
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The book, The Mommy Myth, also explores the topic of mothers in society and they 

discuss over thirty years of media images about mothers. Douglas and Michaels (2005) 

provide a point of view of how in the United States, motherhood is marketed to make 

mothers feel guilty and as if they should “do it all”. Douglas and Michaels (2005) state, “The 

recent spate of magazines for "parents" (i.e., mothers) bombard the anxiety-induced 

mothers of America with reassurances that they can (after a $100,000 raise and a 

personality transplant) produce bright, motivated, focused, fun-loving, sensitive, 

cooperative, confident, contented kids just like the clean, obedient ones on the cover,” (p. 

8). 

This research backs my hypothesis that the unrealistic images of models in running 

magazines affects women more than men in regards to their body image. 

Current issues and trends related to women’s running in running magazines  

The feminist standpoint theory is centered on the belief that men and women have 

different power in society and women are the marginalized group (Wood). We see this in 

women’s running through the top three running magazines that target primarily male 

runners: LIST.  

Runner’s World, the most successful running magazine, has a total audience of 

2,594,000. More than half of their reader base is men (52 percent) and 48 percent of 

reader’s are women. Women’s Running, has a circulation of 72,000 and their magazine is 

100 percent dedicated to women. The advertising and content in these mainstream running 

magazines are geared towards men, which further marginalizes women in the sport of 

running.  
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Women’s Running magazine is a publication of Competitor Group, Inc. (CGI), which is 

a leading active lifestyle media and event entertainment company. The core business of CGI 

is their 50+ races, which include the popular Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series and Women’s 

Running Series. CGI publishes Competitor, Triathlete, Velo and Women’s Running magazines 

and manages their digital platforms. They attract an affluent group of consumers and have 

2.3 billion impressions annually through their events, print and online publications. The 

Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon series registrants includes 63 percent female, 37 percent male. The 

average age is 39 and the average household income is $112,000 annually (p. 5). The Rock 

‘n’ Roll Marathon series is the largest running series in the world. The Women’s Running 

Series benefits the Edith Sanford Breast Cancer Foundation (p. 10). According to CGI, 

Women’s running has continued to grow dramatically in the U.S. Since 1987, 

there has been a five-fold increase in female race finishers to nearly 4.4 

million. The number of core women runners (run/jog 50 days a year) has 

increased to over 12 million,  and total women runners number more than 

20 million (p. 11). 

Women now represent more than 50 percent of participants at marathons. The 

Women’s Running series has 16,000 participants and is currently held in San Diego, CA, 

Nashville, TN, Scottsdale, AZ and St. Petersburg, FL (CGI, 2015 p. 12). Women’s Running is 

the only specific women’s running magazine that exits. CGI states they created the running 

magazine address the growing community of women runners. CGI (2015) says, “Women’s 

Running leads the charge in empowering these women to run more and lead healthy and 

active lifestyles,” (p. 18). They also stated they their publication is able to capture the 
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attention of female consumers in a way that mainstream women’s fitness magazines 

cannot. The statistics on their readers include their spending habits: 82 percent have 

interest in advertising that appears in magazines. Their audience, women runners, run an 

average of four days a week and 98 percent of them engage in exercise/physical activity 

three times a week. Of their readers, annually 92.8 percent participate in a 5K, 77.8 percent 

– 10K, 87.4% half marathon and 53% full marathon. The median age is 43, their average 

income is $134,186 annually and 77.5 percent have graduated college (CGI, 2015, p.12). 

Women’s Running magazine has 72,000 circulation and 187,000 readership. The magazine is 

published 10 times a year. Their editorial calendar includes a theme for each month. 

January/February is New Year, New Gear, March is Half-Marathon Special, April is Beginners 

Issue, May is Spring Shoe Review, June is Love Your Body Issue, July is Shape-Up for 

Summer, August is Beat the Heat, September is Trail Issue, October is Motivational Issue: 

Inspirational Stories, November/December is Holiday Gift Guide (CGI, 2015, p.15). 

Running Community 

Chalmers, Price and Jensen (2013) study evaluate how heterogeneous communities 

interact, specifically looking at the distance running community and the transformation the 

running community has experienced over the past 30 years. Chalmers, Price and Jensen say, 

“heterogeneity has emerged in terms of the actors present within the community with mass 

participation,” (p. 1010). One long-time distance runner comments that he longs for the old 

days and feels that the sport is too popularized now. However, this mindset is one of the 

challenges that women face as they enter the sport of running. Some runners are elitists 

and feel that if a runner isn’t in a race to “win” it or if they just enjoy the free t-shirt, goodie 
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bag or concert after the run, they aren’t a “true runner”. Chalmers, Price and Jensen (2013) 

found “ heterogeneity’s role in the running community demonstrates that a heterogeneous, 

mainstream consumption community preserves continuity,” (p. 1017). They studied various 

members motivation for running and found a variety, ranging from general fitness to 

strategy development. The researchers also found “the most fundamental and emotionally 

charged strain stems from how members determine what constitutes the practice of 

running,” (p. 1019). This is interesting for my study, as mother runners are often viewed as 

not as serious from male competitive runners just because they have different goals with 

running. The researchers found that the running community has several sources of tension, 

many from a concern of belonging arise from heterogeneity.  

Workman and Coleman (2014) conducted a study to evaluate how the content 

sharing site, Reddit, is used among women to share experiences and information with other 

like-minded women. The research found that these online communities fulfill a specific 

need for members. This online community is a user-generated content site; therefore the 

members create the content. The research found that there is a greater population of 

women online than males and the motivations for using the Internet are different for 

women. Workman and Coleman (2014) found that there is an abundance of “knowledge 

sharing” (p. 5). The researchers also found that women use the online content sharing site 

to find a sense of community, particularly with other women who are experiencing similar 

issues. Workman and Coleman also state that they found that Computer Mediated 

Communication (CMC) could form closer bonds than face-to-face. 
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Ginossar (2008) studied the differences in online communities for health 

communication between men and women. This study evaluated two online cancer 

communities to explore the communication need differences between men and women. 

This study used the Uses and Gratifications model to evaluate the usage of these health 

related Internet sites. The Uses and Gratifications theory is rooted in the fact that audiences 

are active in media consumption. This study found that more women than men participate 

in online cancer communities. This study also used theories that examine how genders 

communicate and how men and women communicate support.  

Girls on the Run/Track (GOTR/T) is a program that aims to educate young girls about 

the sport of running (Sifers & Shea, 2013). This program is also designed to prevent girls 

from engaging in at-risk activities, including eating disorders, substance abuse and sexual 

activity. Researchers found that girls who participate in physical activity are less likely to 

engage in dangerous activity and they report higher levels of satisfaction with their life and 

their body. These girls also report higher body satisfaction. The Girls on the Run/Track 

(GOTR/T) program trains girls for a 5K while improving their self-esteem and associated 

positive social, emotional, physical and mental development (Sifers & Shea, 2013). The 

researchers sought to fill a gap in current research towards girls, physical activity and 

positive body image/self-esteem. The researchers filled this gap with the Girls on the 

Run/Track (GOTR/T) program. What was interesting was that the research showed that the 

(GOTR/T) program didn’t actually improve their perception of ability for physical activity 

even though the program focused on improving athletic ability through training for runs 

(Sifers & Shea, 2013).   
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As related to an online running community, it is helpful to understand how similar 

bonded communities of practice function. Sanford (2010) explores how individuals who are 

obese use blogging as a form of computer mediated social support in four ways, including 

enabling empathy, accountability to others, venting and advice seeking and validation of the 

weight loss experience. Sanford (2010) uses the media richness theory to explore how 

media-rich environments, such as blogs and social networks enable this social support 

system. Sanford says, “blogging adds to the richness of computer-mediated social support,” 

(p.569). Sanford focuses on the morbidly obese, which Hurd (2007) defines as those who 

are more than 100 pounds overweight or has a body mass index (BMI) of 40 or more (as 

cited in Sanford, 2010). Sanford evaluated 50 obese bloggers. Through Sanford’s research 

he found that those who receive social support are more likely to lose weight and maintain 

their weight loss. Many of the bloggers didn’t feel as if they had emotional support and they 

felt alone in their weight loss journey prior to starting their blog. However, the bloggers felt 

that they had empathy and support from the readers of their blog. Many of the bloggers felt 

that they had more support among their online friends than their face-to-face friends. The 

bloggers also felt accountability to their readers. They didn’t want to let their readers down 

and therefore felt more pressure to meet their weight loss goals. The bloggers also received 

validation on their weight loss through comments on their posts about weight loss, creating 

an environment of reward and recognition.  

 

 

Methodology 
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Procedure 

 I will conduct research on women’s running by engaging in an extensive content 

analysis of both Runner’s World and Women’s Running magazines. I will examine the 

headlines, images and advertisements in both magazines and compare and contrast the 

findings. I will also evaluate the 2015 editorial calendar for both magazines. The following 

method will be used to analyze each category: 

Editorial Calendar: I will document the headlines for Runner’s World and Women’s Running 

from January 2015 to December 2015. See below for example: 

Editorial Calendar 
Month Women's Running Runner's World 

January/February 

New Year, New Gear: 20 
Goals to set, 14 Ways to 
Reach Your Solution 

New Year, New You: Heroes of 
Running, 2015 Marathon Calendar, 
GEAR: Best of the Basics 

March Half-Marathon Special 

Mind & Body: Injury Prevention, 2015 
Half-Marathon Calendar, Special 
Report: USATF, GEAR: Best of Spring. 

April 

Beginners Issue: Gear 
Essentials/Run for 30 
Minutes without Stopping 

Weight Loss: Runner’s Guide to Losing 
Weight, Celebration of Slow Runners, 
Trend Report: Running Commuters, 
GEAR: Trail Shoes 

May Spring Shoe Review 

Beginners: Start Running & Stick With 
It, Boston Marathon Coverage, Meb 
(Keflezighi) for Mortals, GEAR: Smart 
Storage. 

June Love Your Body Issue 

5K Training: Nail Your Race – or Races, 
Summer Shoe Guide, Family Running, 
GEAR: Headphones, Music Players & 
Apps 
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July Shape-Up for Summer 

Marathon Training: Run Your Best 26.2: 
50 Most Important People in Running, 
GEAR: Hot-Weather Apparel 

August Beat the Heat 

Half-Marathon Training: Your Perfect 
13.1 Plan, Special Report: Running & 
Addiction, Inner Workings: Porta 
Potties, GEAR: Sports Bras 

September Trail Issue 

Best Tips Ever: Training & Nutrition 
Secrets, Fall Shoe Guide, GEAR: 
Autumn Apparel 

October 

Motivational Issue: 
Incredible Stories, Tricks to 
Stay Inspired 

Nutrition: Fuel up to Run Your Best, 
Special Report: Sugar, Race-Prep Guide, 
GEAR: Trail Shoes 

November 
Holiday Gift Guide, Winter 
Shoe Review 

How-To Issue: NYC Marathon 
Coverage, Become a Better Runner, 
Mental Toughness, GEAR: Treadmills 

December   

Reader’s Issue: The Year in Running, 
Real Runner Success Stories, Winter 
Shoe Guide, Holiday Survival, GEAR: 
Gear of the Year 

 

Headlines: I will document the headlines for Runner’s World and Women’s Running from 

July 2014 to July 2015. I will then compare and contrast the headlines and divide them into 

categories. I will then analyze the quantity and frequency of the categories. See example 

below: 

 Advertising: I will count the quantity of advertisements in both Runner’s World and 

Women’s Running from July 2014 to July 2015. I will I will then compare and contrast the 
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headlines and divide them into categories, including direct advertising, product placement, 

races (by type), gear, further divided into shoes, watches, sunglasses, clothing and other. 

Books, divided further into diet books and running books. Advertisements for cars, 

insurance, food and other. I will then analyze the quantity and frequency of the categories. 

See example below: 
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  Jul-15 Jun-15 

  
Women's 
Running 

Runner's 
World 

Women's 
Running 

Runner's 
World 

# Pages 80 112     
# Ads 29 65 32 70 
Product 
Placements 69 37 53   
Races   13     

Rock n Roll 
Marathon 7 0 7 13 
Gear   0     

Shoes 11 31 6 9 
Watches 2 3 1 1 
Sunglasses 7 7 0 0 
Clothing 30 5 23 5 
Other 10 16 5 22 

Books 8       
Diet 4 0 4 0 
Running 2 2 1 2 
Car 1 1 2 2 
Insurance 1 1 0 1 
Food 8 9 21 13 
Other 2 8 3 6 
Injury 

Prevention 0 5 4 0 
Capital One 0 1 0 0 
Vitamins       2 

 

Images: I will count the quantity of images depicting male/female in both Runner’s World 

and Women’s Running from July 2014 to July 2015. I will then further analyze the quantity 

of male vs. female runners, the body composition of the male/female image, specifically 

evaluating if the runner’s body is realistic or digitally altered. See example below: 

Participants 
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I will engage mother runner’s via the online community Women’s Running 

Community (WRC) and ask the mother runner’s two questions relating to the research for 

this project: 

Content: I will ask the mother runner’s for what content they wish running magazines 

provided, that they currently don’t cover. 

Images: I will ask the mother runner’s for images depicting them running in a race, as well 

as their personal story/experience as a runner. I will use this content on the 

onemotherrunner.com website. 

Magazine placement: I will analyze where the running magazines reside within bookstores 

to better understand how running magazines are marketed to women. At Books A Million 

bookstore, in Concord, NC, the Women’s Running magazine is placed in “Women’s 

Fashion”. The “Runner’s World” magazine was located in the “Men’s Fashion” section.  

Data Analysis: 
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Analysis  - Themes in running magazines 
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The headlines in the May edition of Runner’s World feature a male, David Clark, who 

ran the Boston Marathon, a picture of a male running trails, advice from Larry Bird, a male 

basketball star, a feature on runner Chris Laudani, a profile on running in Idaho, whole-grain 

recipes for runners, activity trackers, a picture of a male running drills, a feature on Navajo 

runner Craig Curley, prosciutto recipes, body shop core exercises and a profile on Marla 

Runyan who teaches the blind to run (Runner’s World, May 2015). Of all of the headlines, 

the only content feature that pictured a female was the one about teaching the blind to 

run. Analyzing this content through the lens of feminist standpoint theory, one can see that 

the headlines are lacking features that pertain to women. The image of a female in a 

stereotypical “helping” role, reinforces the gender stereotype that women play a role in 

caring professions in society. This is a key component of the feminist standpoint theory. 

Additionally, the article on “Body Shop: Standing core strengtheners” reinforces the fat 

shaming and focus on body image and weight loss for women. 

Runners’s World June 2015: 

 The headlines for the June edition of Runner’s World include:  

x Shoe buyer’s guide: We tested 22 new pairs so you can run easy 

x Sweet! Simple, tasty low-sugar desserts 

x 5 exercises to boost endurance 

x The great escape: Running behind bars 

x Get fit, have fun! 

x Run your first (or fastest 5K) 

x Find a friend to motivate you 
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x Try a wacky race 

x 8 weeks to an awesome 10K 

x The “I’m a runner” feature, features a male, Adrian Greenier 

x The cover image depicts a female runner, Jessica Osborne, a Radio City Rockette and 

runner with a 10K PR of 45:24 (Runner’s World, June 2015) 

Women’s Running (January 2015): 

x Weight-loss special issue 

x Your fittest year ever! 

x Run off pounds 

x The best workouts to slim down 

x Nutrition tips from “The Biggest Loser” trainer 

x NerdAlert: Best new running watches, fitness trackers, headphones and more 

x Pullup challenge: Totally plausible 

x The legal performance enhancing drug 

x Hot tips 

x Image depicts a female: Terri Hatcher 

x Claws out! Race day nail art (Women’s Running, June 2015) 

Women’s Running (February 2015): 

x Sole mate awards: 12 hot new shoes 

x Coconut, maple, artichoke? The dirt on fancy waters 

x Do compression socks really work? 

x Aloha! Runcation in Kaiai 
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x Cheers to running? 5 healthy cocktails 

x Get fit, stay fit 

Women’s Running (April 2015): 

x A to DD+: Best sports bras for every size 

x Beginner’s marathon guide 

x Healthy or hype? The new meal-delivery trend 

x Prevent 5 common injuries 

x Image depicts a female: Shalene Flanigan 

x Cool braids for hot days (Women’s Running, April 2015) 

Analysis – Women’s Running Community 

Based on this research of running magazines, I’m proposing an online digital 

community, OneMotherRunner.com, with a complete social media platform (Facebook, 

Twitter and Tumblr) that will provide articles, images, event calendar and product reviews 

for mothers who are runners.  

The feminist standpoint theory will allow me to effectively evaluate the content in 

the running magazines and search for themes. The bottom line for the feminist standpoint 

theory is that it’s a theory of knowledge (Epistemological theory) that focuses on how one’s 

gender shapes their knowledge. I will explore the shared knowledge reiterated in running 

magazines. 

I will create the OneMotherRunner.com with content, images, videos and races that 

are designed for mother runners, and based on the gaps that I discover in the current 

coverage in running magazines.  
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I engaged the online running community, Women’s Running Community (WRC), via 

their Facebook discussion board. I asked members, “What do you wish running magazines 

included in their content that you feel are not covered today?” (Cacciatore, 2015). The 

following themes emerged: 

x Runners of different body types, socioeconomic status and ability 

x Range of price points for running gear 

x Real female runner race pictures – not digitally altered photos of models 

x Review of gear that applies to mother runners 

x Motivational stories about mother runners 

x Running on a budget – running clothes, shoes and nutrition choices for those 

on a budget 

x Science behind why one should follow a certain workout  

x Cross training for runners 

x Strength training for runners 

I also reached out to the Women’s Running Community and asked them to share 

their REAL race photos for inclusion in my digital media literacy project. Within seven hours 

I received 334 pictures from the community. This demonstrates the desire in this 

community to have real mother runners featured in content for women runners. I have fully 

disclosed that their images and stories will be used in Queens University of Charlotte Digital 

Media Literacy Project, OneMotherRunner.com and I have their content.  

Project Plan 
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To effectively launch the digital media project of One Mother Runner, I will need to 

follow an extensive project plan with tight deadlines to execute on time. I have created, 

designed and launched the initial pilot of www.onemotherrunner.com and is being rolled 

out in a phased approach.  

One Mother Runner Website Project Plan 
Task Date Status Notes 
Buy Domain 6/3/15 Complete   
Find Host 6/3/15 Complete   
Redirect Name Server 6/3/15 Complete   

Determine Web Design 
Program 6/3/15 Complete 

Contacted Little Ones 
Graphic Designer for 
Quote 

Design my website banner 6/10/15     
Design my Facebook banner 6/10/15     
Design my blog graphic 6/10/15     
Get Graphic Designed ?     
Reach out to runners to ask 
if they will participate in 
Runner Body series 6/9/15     
Reach out to mother 
runners to ask them if they 
will participate in horrible 
racing photos 6/9/15     
Ask runners what is missing 
from women's running 
mags 6/10/15     
Sign up for Anti-Spam 
Service 6/11/15     
Social Media       

Create Facebook Site 6/3/15 Complete 
https://www.facebook.co
m/onemotherrunner 

Create Twitter Site 6/3/15 Complete Onemotherunner 
Tumblr 6/11/15 Complete   

Create Event Calendar 6/11/15 Complete   
Add Star Wars Marathon 6/11/15 Complete   
Add Princess Marathon 6/11/15 Complete   
Add Disney Marathon 6/11/15 Complete   
Add Wine and Dine 6/11/15 Complete   

http://www.onemotherrunner.com/
https://www.facebook.com/onemotherrunner
https://www.facebook.com/onemotherrunner
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Marathon 
Add Disneyland 

Marathon 6/11/15 Complete   
Conduct Content Analysis       
Runner's World July 2015 6/10/15 Complete   

Cover Story Headlines 6/10/15 Complete   
Images 6/10/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/10/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/10/15 Complete   
Content 6/10/15 Complete   

Running World June 2015 6/10/15 Complete   
Cover Story Headlines 6/10/15 Complete   
Images 6/10/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/10/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/10/15 Complete   
Content 6/10/15 Complete   

Runner's World April 2015 6/10/15 Complete   
Cover Story Headlines 6/10/15 Complete   
Images 6/10/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/10/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/10/15 Complete   
Content 6/10/15 Complete   

Women's Running July 2015 6/10/15 Complete   
Cover Story Headlines 6/10/15 Complete   
Images 6/10/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/10/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/10/15 Complete   
Content 6/10/15 Complete   

Women's Running June 
2015 6/11/15 Complete   

Cover Story Headlines 6/11/15 Complete   
Images 6/11/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/11/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/11/15 Complete   
Content 6/11/15 Complete   

Women's Running July 2015 6/11/15 Complete   
Cover Story Headlines 6/11/15 Complete   
Images 6/11/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/11/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/11/15 Complete   
Content 6/11/15 Complete   
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Women's Running Jan 2015 6/11/15 Complete   
Cover Story Headlines 6/11/15 Complete   
Images 6/11/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/11/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/11/15 Complete   
Content 6/11/15 Complete   

Women's Running Feb 2015 6/12/15 Complete   
Cover Story Headlines 6/12/15 Complete   
Images 6/12/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/12/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/12/15 Complete   
Content 6/12/15 Complete   

Women's Running March 
2015 6/4/15 Complete   

Cover Story Headlines 6/4/15 Complete   
Images 6/4/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/4/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/4/15 Complete   
Content 6/4/15 Complete   

Women's Running April 
2015 6/12/15 Complete   

Cover Story Headlines 6/6/15 Complete   
Images 6/6/15 Complete   
Advertisements 6/6/15 Complete   
Runner Profile 6/6/15 Complete   
Content 6/6/15 Complete   

Determine Themes       
Determine Gaps       
Write Introduction DRAFT 5/28/15 DRAFT   
Write Literature Review 
DRAFT 6/4/15 DRAFT   
Write Methodology DRAFT 6/12/15 DRAFT   
Write References DRAFT 5/28/15 Ongoing   
Write Analysis       
Write Documentation of 
Process       
Determine Content to 
Include       

Images from Races       
Video       
Interview       
Content feeds from other       
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websites 
Photos       
RSS Feed       

Create Discussion Forum       
Plan Fun Run       
Create Site Map       
Logo Products       

Stickers       
T-Shirts       

Enewsletter?       
Event Registration       
Link Management       
Search Feature       
Social Media Sharing       
Set up social media feature 
on site 6/4/15 Complete   
Write article recapping 
Asheville race 6/9/15 Complete   
Disney race recap       
Sign up for Insider Track 6/4/15 Complete   

Test Insider Track       
Blood work overview article       
Air Fit Overview Article       
Scan my blog for running 
content       
Find products that relate to 
mother runners       
Network with companies 
willing to offer products to 
readers       
Research conducting 5K       

Research companies 
offering 5K Services 5/28/15 Complete   

Interview Melissa Boyd 5/29/15 Complete   
Write Inspirational Stories       

Interview Kim Dillen 6/12/15 Complete   
Interview Amy McGrade 6/12/15 Complete   

 

Site Map for One Mother Runner 

Commented [JM23]: This should be an appendix 
(Appendix A, after your references) 
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I’ve created the website www.onemotherrunner.com. I’ve also created the 

Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/onemotherrunner, Twitter 

https://twitter.com/onemotherunner and Tumblr account 

http://onemotherrunner.tumblr.com.  

Based on the current gaps in the literature on mother running, including the analysis 

of Runner’s World and Women’s Running, as well as the feedback from the Women’s 

Running Community, I’ve created a sitemap for One Mother Runner. One Mother 

Runner.com will be rolled out in a phased approach. This first phase will include content 

that is applicable to this audience based on the current gaps I see in the coverage of mother 

running. The site map is below: 

One Mother Runner Site Map Date Status Notes 
About One Mother Runner 6/10/15 Complete   

Write -up: Real, Raw, One Bad 
Mother Runner. 6/11/15 Complete   

Photo 6/12/15 Complete   
Race Reviews        

Race Review Asheville 6/10/15 Complete   
Race Review Biltmore 6/9/15 Complete   
Race Review Goofy 6/10/15     
Race Review Princess       
Race Review Dopey       

Gear for Mother Runners       
Jogging Strollers       
Nursing Jogging Bras       
Write-up on Apple Watch       
Write-up on Garmin       
Hand Towel Thingy       

REAL Mother Runner Pictures       
Kristel Rabideau       
Kristie Shelton       
Christine Tisi        

Nutrition       

http://www.onemotherrunner.com/
https://www.facebook.com/onemotherrunner
https://twitter.com/onemotherunner
http://onemotherrunner.tumblr.com/
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Benefits of running that have 
nothing to do with losing weight       

Write-up of Inside Tracker       
Recipes for Runners       

Inspirational Stories       
Leanne Tomola       
Tracy Wanatowitz       
Amy McGrade       
Kim Dillen  6/13/15 Complete   

Tips for Mother Runners       
Top Five Tips for Running 

While Traveling       
The Best Disney World Jogging 

Trails       
Disney Marathon Weekend 

Schedule       
Cross Training       

Air Fit       
Event Calendar 6/11/15     
Disneyland Half 6/11/15     
Disney Wine and Dine 6/11/15     
Avengers Half 6/11/15     
WDW Marathon 6/11/15     
Star Wars Half 6/11/15     
Princess Half 6/11/15     
Social Media Presence       
Facebook 6/9/15 Complete   
Twitter 6/9/15 Complete   
Pinterest       
Tumblr 6/9/15 Complete   
PodCast       
RRCA       
RRCA Certification Overview       
Humor       

Awful Stock Photos 

http://www.runnersworld.
com/fun/10-awful-stock-
photos-of-women-running     

 

Conclusion 

Commented [JM24]: Again, an appendix. Appendix B 
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 The site, OneMotherRunner.com is dedicated to mother runners. This site is the 

result of research in current content provided to mother runners and will develop unique 

content that covers the gap in coverage, as well as highlighting and featuring content that 

currently resonates with this audience. The research in this digital media literacy project 

seeks to answer the following questions: what gaps currently exist in the literature available 

for mother runners? How is running marketed differently to women than men? What do 

mother runners really want to hear about? Using feminist standpoint theory, how does the 

coverage on women’s running that exists today contribute towards the continuing 

subordination and marginalization of women in the sport?  
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